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Update Letter From Robert Fletcher Adair
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Merry Christmas

z

Merry Christmas to all of you. I am very thankful for your
friendship and encouragement. I pray that God richly blesses you
and your family this Christmas holiday season.

Hot Hot Hot

This summer was HOT.
Summer in Japan is similar to
East Texas in many ways.
There is, however, one large
exception. Many places are
not air-conditioned, so people
walk around with towels to
wipe away the sweat. I am
happy to say I have picked up
this habit and hope it will
catch on soon in the States.
The picture above is a friend
of mine trying to stay cool in
the heat.

Prayer Requests

お祈りください
Please spend some time
praying for me and the cites of
Minamata and Okuchi.

DIGITAL COMMUNICATION
As you know I have a home
page and 2 blogs which I update
with less than
perfect
regularity.
Well I have
done it. For
the first time in
2 years

www.fatrobert.com has been
updated. So please go and
check it out. My
goal is to keep it
updated monthly
and to update the
associated blogs
weekly. These are
goals I should be
able to achieve.

We are Planting a Church

Pray that everything we do in Okuchi
be led and empowered by the Holy
Spirit.
Pray that the several young men who
are currently studying the Bible and

considering Christ would quickly
come to know him.
Pray for unity and health for myself
and the Japanese Christians whom
you are partnering with here in Japan.

Summer Team Summary
It’s amazing how quickly the summer passed. It
was great having the team here on several levels.
First it was wonderful for me on a personal level to
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For our students
to all have a great
time and learn
the true meaning
of Christmas. We
are hoping for
30-40 nonChristians

have 4 Americans around for companionship.
Here are a few of the other things they
accomplished this summer.

TEXAS NIGHT
During their stay in
Japan the team had 4
Texas nights in 4
different cites. They
were an opportunity for
these different churches
to invite their nonChristian friends to a
fun event where the
Gospel was shared.

God did through the
team was bring several
of my students and
friends to church for the
first time.

ENGLISH CLASS

The team was great in
English classes. The
students received much
more individual care
than usual and we were
able to try many new
ways of teaching.

My prayer for you as
well as the people who
have a chance to visit
Japan is that you would
fall in love with the
people and the culture.
That is what happened
to me almost 6 years
ago. God used a short
summer experience to
alter the rest of my life.
It was great seeing how
each of the team
members love for the
Japanese people grew
over the month they
were here.

Big News

For those of you who are
keeping track, my three years in
Japan is supposed to be officially
over in March of next year. As
of September, Asian Access and
Minamata FKK (my church
here) have approved a one year
extension.
There are several reasons for
this extension.

The
first is to continue ministry in
Minamata and Okuchi. While
we are making progress and we
have contacts who are actually
studying the Bible on their own,
coming to church, and asking
real questions about God, we
don’t have any new Christians
yet. I’m not sure if it is selfish
reason or not, but I want to be
here until my friends come to
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know Jesus. There is also a
sense that ending now would
damage momentum which is
really starting to pick up.
We also don’t have a sustainable
ministry yet in Okuchi for after
I am gone. Ministry in Okuchi
is going very slow. While I have
a good network of friends and
contacts, very few of them are
interested in spiritual things.
We are also still
searching for a
Japanese Christian to
continue the ministry
in Okuchi.
A third reason is our
network here in Kyushu.
Asian Access works with
groups of churches in an
area who desire to plant
churches. This provides
support and encouragement as
they go through this process.
We are working with 2 other
churches each with missionaries.
I meet with these missionaries
twice a month for a small group
where we are able to worship
pray and fellowship in English.
One of these families is

Phone: (in Japan)
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returning to the states this
summer. If I returned in March
as well this would leave the third
family very isolated in southern
Japan. While it is not the main
reason I am staying it is a
benefit that this family will not
be alone for their last year.
The final reason is probably the
main one. I love what I am
doing. Over the
last two and a
half years I have
steadily grown
both in my
love for Christ
and my love
for the
Japanese
people. I
am more
satisfied than I have
ever been and want to continue
doing this as long as God allows
me. While I do plan to return
to the states when this term is
finished for seminary, I desire to
continue ministering here in
Japan in the future.
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Can We Ask Good Questions?

Back in March I spent a week in Malaysia for an Asian Access retreat. During that time I had a
conversation with another missionary which has significantly affected the way I approach both language
learning and communication in general.

WHAT DOES THE WAY I ASK QUESTIONS SAY ABOUT MY VALUES?

Let me see if I can summarize the conversations effectively. Basically the flow went like this. While
learning a language we study the things we think are most important. For example a doctor would tend
to study medical terms while a house wife might focus more on domestic terms. There is also a tension
between studying ways to express yourself and ways to understand others. This is the part of the
conversation that had the most effect on me. At the time I was very weak in my ability to ask specific
questions. I could ask “Do you like the ocean?” But I had trouble with questions such as “Why do you
like the ocean?” It may seem like a subtle thing, but I was convicted that it spoke volumes about the way
I was approaching language and the Japanese people. Up to that point the subconscious goal for
studying Japanese had been to communicate what I knew or thought to others. But honestly I spent
Jesus said, "The first in importance is, 'Listen, Israel: The Lord your God is one; so love the
Lord God with all your passion and prayer and intelligence and energy.' And here is the second:
'Love others as well as you love yourself.' There is no other commandment that ranks with these."
Mark 12:29-31(The Message)
very little time trying to learn how to better understand others and ask good questions. The goal is not
just to be able to ask good questions, but to be able to love people better. My/Our habits in how often
and the types of questions we ask can be an effective litmus test of our concern for others.
This principle applies the same to life in a foreign country or back in the States. I encourage you to ask
yourself the same question. “Am I better at talking about myself or finding out about others?”, “And
what does that say about my values?”
ロバート

Some of the beautiful scenery we get to enjoy here on a daily basis.

